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BACCALAUREAT SESSION DE : JUIN 2016 

EPREUVE DE : Anglais 

SERIES: D/C 

Section I: Reading 

 Read the text and then answer the questions that fallow. 

Text: How long can you lives? 

 

 When Harriet died in 2006, she about 175 year old. Of course, Harriet was not a 

human, she was a Galapagos tortoise, and she lived at a zoo in Australia. 

Compared with us, Harriet had a very long life. But in comparison with other living 

things, her life span was not extraordinary. Consider some examples. 

 The freshwater pearl mussel, say researchers in Finland, may live for 200 

years. 

 The burrowing clan (ocean quahog) often lives beyond 1001 years and 

has even reported to live more than 400 years. 

 Various trees, such as the bristlecone pine, the giant sequoia, and some 

species of cypress and spruce, live for thousands of years. Yet, humans 

live for 80 or 90 years despite our sometimes extraordinary efforts to 

extend life! 

What do you think – is eight decades or so the best we can hope for? Or is 

there the possibility that we can live much longer? Many people hope that 

science and medical technology, “Fewer people [the United States] die from 

infectious diseases or the complications of childbirth,” Says Scientific American 

magazine, “infant mortality is down by 75 percent since 1960.” But Science 

has met with limited success in extending adult longevity.” even decades of 

research, ageing largely remain a mystery; “say another edition of Scientific 

American. However, evidence suggests that ageing may occur when genetic 

programs for development go away”. 

The article continues: if ageing is primarily a genetic process, conceivably, it 

could one day be preventable.” 

 In their search for the underlying causes of ageing, including age-

related diseases, some scientists are exploring recent developments in a field 

of genetics called epigenetic. 

From Awake! August 2013 PP 6-7. 

 

 A – Write True or False after each statement 
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  1- Harriet died in the 21st century. 

  2- Harriet was not a human being. 

3- May people in America die from infectious diseases. 

  4- People live longer than some species of cypress. 

 

 B- Answer the following questions 

  1- Did Harriet live for a long time? Justify your answer. 

  2- In what field has science been helpful to people? 

  3- What does epigenetic consist of? 

  4- In which case genetic development be preventable? 

 

Section two: Linguistic competence 

 A – Vocabulary 

        Fill in the blacks with the suitable word or expression from the list 

below: 

                  Zoo – Life span – childbirth – infant mortality. 

        1- In Congo,………. is the main cause of maternal mortality. 

         2- The …….. is a place where people can visit wild animals. 

        3- Many efforts have been made to reduce …… in Congo. 

        4- The duration of a physical organism is called ………. 

 

  B- Grammar 

       a- Use the indicated from of comparative in the sentence below. 

        1- The living conditions are often bad (comparative of superiority) in 

            Africa / Europe. 

        2- The TV is useful (comparative of equality) computer. 

        3- Life is usually good (c. of superiority) in towns / the country. 

        4- Teenagers are careful (c. of inferiority) adults. 
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        b- Find correct the mistake in each of the following sentences 

             1- You’re going to fly to Paris tonight, are you? 

             2- I won’t get marry this year. 

             3- My mother go shopping every Saturday. 

             4- Congo Brazzaville wined the African Nation Cup tournament in 

                 1972. 

 

Section three: Communicative Competence. 

 Complete the conversation with the missing parts 

 

  A- Good morning, Jane 

  B- Hill Franck 

  A- …………………… 1……………….? 

  B- Oh! I’m not so good today 

  A: …………………… 2………………? 

  B: I have malaria 

  A: …………………… 3 ………………? 

  B- I’ve had it for a week now. 

  A: …………………… 4 ………………? 

  B- No, I haven’t seen a doctor yet. 

 

Section four: Writing 

 Here are some scrambled sentences. Put them the correct order so as to get 

a meaningful paragraph. 

  A- He decided to call his wife to come and settle the check. 

  B- At the end of his meal, the waiter brought the check. 

  C- Mr. Rivers had a terrible experience last weekend. 

  D- Mr. Rivers realized he didn’t have any money. 

  E- He walked into a food restaurant and ordered lunch. 


